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To get started go to:www.allyearbooks.co.uk/start

Welcome to our 2020 inspiration guide!

AllYearbooks is the UK’s largest yearbook company and we
have been working with schools since 2002.

Seeing a project go from an idea to a finished yearbook is one of
our favourite parts of the job. We love helping to create a

yearbook that will keep those memories  (and those
embarrassing fashion decisions) alive for years to come!

This book is a sample of our premium hardback, all created and
designed using our yearbook software. We want you to see what

our yearbook system can do and show you how great the final
product will look!

We have created these samples to give you inspiration and ideas
for your 2020 project, so once you have set up your yearbook,

please give us a call and we can copy any of these layouts across
for you. Alternatively, you can have a go at designing yourself.

It’s that easy!
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No VAT is due on printed books and delivery
is free to a UK mainland address.

40 PAGES

Please allow an additional 5 working
days for international delivery

Overseas delivery?

B C DA

We have four book types to choose from, all B5 in size and printed on
high quality silky paper, just like the book you're holding now!
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B: STANDARD LAMINATED HARDBACK 

A: BUDGET PAPERBACK

per book
£9.99 

ONLY
40 PAGES Minimum order

30 COPIES

40-300 
Quantity discounts available

per book

Our most popular option
by far, our standard

book is incredibly
affordable - probably

the best value hardback
yearbook available.

PAGES

Our budget paperback is
perfect for smaller groups.
Pages are stapled inside a

full -colour laminated cover.

£14From
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C: PREMIUM  LAMINATED HARDBACK

40-300 pages

Printed Endpapers

Foil Engraving

A superior version of our
standard laminated hardback

book with the addition of
eye-catching engraving to
the front cover, a bookmark

ribbon in a colour of your
choice and full-colour printed

endpapers front and back.

400 405 15 678 5042 110 669 969 24 13 12 3 19

Bookmar� 
----------------Ribbon�

Ribbon Bookmark

All premium covers have a
minimum order of 50 copies.

Quantity discounts are
available.

Bookmark ribbons add a beautiful
finishing touch to your books.

Available in the following colours:

£5Add

To pricing grid 
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D: PREMIUM LEATHERETTE HARDBACK

40-300 pages

Foil Engraving

Ribbon 
Bookmark

Light blue Black Burgundy Navy

Red Green

Colou��------------
Leathere��

Printed Endpapers

Highlight your design with a
choice of either gold or

silver foil.

SilverGold

Engravin�---------

A simple stylish classic option. Pages
are bound inside the same

hardwearing cover but with a
leatherette finish. The price includes

engraving on the front cover, a
bookmark ribbon in a colour of your

choice and full-colour printed
endpapers front and back.

Add

To pricing grid 
£6
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Include your
school motto
or a quote

Group or celebration
photos look great on
endpapers.

Endpapers are the spreads
included in our premium books,

immediately inside your front and
back covers. They lie flat making

them ideal for large group photos,
school images or inspirational

quotes.
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---------
Why not use your

endpapers as a
contents page? It 's a
great way to free up

some pages in the book!

Desig� Ti�

Using inspirational quotes is a
great way to make your

endpapers pop!

Nee� som� idea�?Include your
school motto

Group or celebration
photos look great on
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GN Our design team will work

alongside you to create a bespoke
cover for your yearbook.

Our cover design service is
completely free.

All of our designs are completely
adaptable, meaning you can have

a truly unique cover!

There are loads of gre
to display your names
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Being creative with
typography is a great way

to make a really unique
cover design!

There are loads of great ways
to display your names on your

yearbook. Ask us about
different options!
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>>>>>
formal?

Fancy
something a
little more

Abstract shapes and
bright colours make a
yearbook cover that

really pops!

NEW FOR 2020

ABS TRACT

Fancy
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Premium cover 

with engraving

DESIGNED
BY YOU

Check out page 23 in the how to guide for tips on designing your own cover.

Utilise your
school logo or
photos of your

school for a
simple and

elegant cover
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Budget
paperbacks are
great for smaller

schools!

Covers based on
popular books and
comics are really

popular with
primary schools!
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2018 GREATEST HITS
Check out some of our most
popular covers of 2018/19!
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ES Welcome pages are the first thing
people will see when they open their
book - so it's always worth making a

great first impression.

WE10

Whether you feel fancy and
formal, or a bit more colourful and

fun, there's a welcome page
layout for you.

WE9
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WE11

WE12

WE13

WE14
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WE7
WE1

WE4

WE2

WE3
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WE7

WE4

WE5

WE8

WE2

WE6
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CO9

CO10

CO11

CO12

Adding a contents page into your
yearbook is a great way to start your book.

It's a good idea to wait until nearer the end of
your creation process to add the contents
page in, as you will have a better of idea of
how many free pages you have left to use!
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CO4

CO12

y to start your book. --------------Desig� Ti�

CO13

Don't forget - you can also use your
endpapers for your contents page.

Check out our premium yearbook
options on pg 4-5
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Profiles Awards
Most likely to   Pg 54-56
Look-a-likes      Pg 57-59

11A   Pg 3-15
11B   Pg 16-28
11C   Pg 29-41
11D   Pg 42-54
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Photos
Guess Who?      Pg 61-62
Prom                  Pg 62-70
Trips                   Pg 71-75
Staff                    Pg 76-79
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STAFF MESSAGES

COLLAGES

MESSAGES
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O
N
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T
S

STUDENT PROFILES
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22
29

74

Staff
Profiles

Student
Profiles

Trips

Look -a-
likes

35Guess
the baby

Prom

Mrs Hanson - Head

Thanks to Mr Hall and the

Yearbook Committee for

their time and hard work

putting this yearbook

together. They’ve done a

fantastic job and on behalf

of all senior sta� we want

to say how proud we are of

the finished article. We

really hope you enjoy it for

many years to come.
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When you think about yearbooks, you probably
think of yearbook quotes and photos - which

can all go on your profile pages!

Profile pages are a great place to get
creative with your fonts, colours and layouts.

Our profile templates can be adapted to
meet your needs, or you can build custom

designs from scratch.

Here are a few things to think about to make
creating your profile pages easier.

> HOW MANY STUDENTS PER PAGE?

> HOW MANY PHOTOS PER
STUDENT?

> DO YOU WANT STUDENTS TO
ANSWER MULTIPLE PROFILE
QUESTIONS?

Like what you see? 
If you like any of the profile pages featured, just let a
member of the team know and we can add this to
your yearbook for you.
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Lindsey
Castro

Three words to
describe meCheerful - Dependable - Clumsy

Favourite Quote

Never look back, darling. It distracts
from the now.

Edna Mode, The Incredibles

Best memory from
school

The school production of Matilda

In 10 years I will be...

In Disney World for the 100th time,
probably...
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Elle HartElle Hart

Kieran Chester
Cheetah house

Kieran took on the role of class clown
early on in the year, and it's a task he
has taken very seriously!

He is always sure to greet me with a
massive cheeky grin first thing in the
morning, while his 'Good Morning,
Miss!' is one of my favourite parts of
the day.

Good luck in secondary school,
Kieran. And keep on smiling!

Ostrich house

Elle has been an absolute pleasure to
teach over the past year, and I have
loved seeing her grow in confidence.

Who would have thought that this shy
young lady, who didn't enjoy public
speaking, would be singing a solo
during the class production of Oliver!

I hope your enthusiasm for musical
theatre stays with you, and I look
forward to seeing you center stage in
the West End!
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Tilly Haynes

George Rollins

Zebra house

Tilly is our Little Miss Sunshine, with a
smile that brightens up the class
room, even on a Monday morning!

Always willing to go above and
beyond, Tilly is always happy to help
her classmates and teachers, and has
built a reputation for herself as being
the o�cal o�ce helper.

I know that reading time is her
favourite part of the day, and I'm
certain that her love for reading will
just get bigger.

Cheetah house

George has grown in confidence over
the past year - and his love for sport
just grows stronger and stronger!

Every break and lunch time, George
can be found on the playground
playing football with his friends. Every
afternoon I look forward to hearing
his goal count.

Good luck for the future, George! Your
secondary school football team has a
star player in the making!
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So my dear students, as you embark on a new chapter of your life,
always remember that learning does not stop inside the classroom.

As Henry L. Doherty said, “Be a student as long as you still have
something to learn, and this will mean all your life.” Every experience
in life will teach you something. You just need to keep an open mind
and open heart to see what lessons the world has to offer.

A MESSAGE FROM MR J

11a Home

TRENDING NOW

Charlie Celeste Tyron Amina Jadon

Marlon Blossom Johnathan Christian Jesse

Nelly Caden Eddie Victoria Collette

Series Movies My List Content
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Matt Clarence Layla-Rose Alisha Garry

Jayson Sonya Shaun Greta Grant

Rico Dylan Tia Gethin Zishan

NEW FOR 2020
NETFLIX THEME
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"If you like water, you
already like 72% of me."

Sam Best
"Doughnuts are always the

answer." —Me

Olivia Bee

Sarah Childs

"Hannah Montana said nobody's
perfect, but here I am."

Carrie Davie

Melissa Bridges
"My computer screen is
brighter than my future."

"Why fall in love when you
can fall asleep."

Georgia Callahan

"When's this due?"
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It's been a pleasure
to teach Jack this
year! He is always
very interested in
everything that we
are learning but his favourite class is
definitely art!

I'm sure he will do very well in his
new school and he will make friends
very quickly!

Good luck Jack!
Love Mrs Jensen

Jack Calhoun
Those who

don't believe
in magic will
never find it.

Quote
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Simon
Arnold

Poppy
Combs

Jena
Hart

Nickname
Arnie

Favourite Quote
If you don't know what you want, you end up with a lot
you don't.

Where to next?
I am looking forward to getting started with my
apprenticeship in Software Development.

In 10 years I will be...
Taking over the world with my new inventions.

Nickname
Comb-over

Favourite Quote
It is not our abilities that show who we truly are, it is our
choices.

Summer plans?
I have been looking forward to finishing school for a little
while now and have been saving up for a trip around
Europe.  Me and a few of the girls are starting our trip o�
in Italy - I can't wait!

In 10 years I will be...
A travel editor, writing about all my adventures

Favourite Quote
Follow your heart, but take your brain with you.

Best memory from school
Watching Rebecca fall down the stairs in front of
everybody. (Don't worry... she was fine).

Summer plans?
Right now I have no plans, I am just looking forward to
relaxing, chilling, doing some yoga and maybe even
getting started with writing my cookbook.

In 10 years I will be...
Hopefully be married with two gorgeous children living in
a hot country.
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Curtis
Patton

Stephen
Sanderson

Veronica
Wiggins

Nickname
Curtains

Favourite Fact
Horses sleep in 15 minute bursts

Favourite Quote
The problem is not the problem. The problem is your
attitude about the problem.

In 10 years I will be...
Still be fit and healthy and have some medals from
running.

Three words to describe me
Sixth-form Fifa Champion

Favourite Quote
I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t
work.

Summer plans?
This summer I am going to be working and saving up for
my travel trip to Australia and New Zealand!

In 10 years I will be...
Rich, famous and own my own house!

Favourite Quote
The only time success comes before work is in the
dictionary.

Where to next?
University to study English Literature

Summer plans?
Having fun! O� on holiday with the girls, really looking
forward to enjoying the sunshine, heading to the beach
and reading a good book.

In 10 years I will be...
Teaching English at a Primary School.
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Get creative with your layout ideas - you
could go for a scrapbook style, or
perhaps something a little more

minimalist - it's entirely up to you!

Collages are a great way of showing off
photos from your trips, events and

memorable moments from your time at
school.

You can't have a yearbook without
lots of photos!

CL7
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CL3

CL8
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Class of
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photos

2020 in
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They're also a great way of
getting creative - you can

use text heavy pages, simple
photos, or perhaps an

inspirational quote.

Divider pages are such a good
way of splitting up your

yearbook into different sections.
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DIVIDER�PAGE

Divider pages are great for splitting

up form groups or as title pages 

for trips and collage spreads!
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OT10 OT11

Whether it's flossing or slime, or the
#inmyfeelingschallenge, you'll be looking
back in 20 years cringing at what was at

the height of popularity!

Your yearbook is a great place to record all of
the trends, fads and news stories which took
the world by storm while you were at school.

OT9
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OT11

OT12

OT13

OT14
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A fishing rod, a mobile phone,

QUOTESfavourite

Before you judge a
man, walk a mile in
his shoes. After that
who cares?... He’s a
mile away and
you’ve got his shoes!

— Billy Connolly

Be who you are and
say what you feel,
because those who
mind don’t matter
and those who matter
don’t mind.

– Bernard Baruch

If you think you are
too small to make a
difference, try
sleeping with a
mosquito.

– Dalai Lama

Remember, today is the
tomorrow you worried
about yesterday.

– Dale Carnegie

I refuse to answer that
question on the grounds
that I don’t know the
answer.

– Douglas Adams

A woman is like a tea
bag – you can’t tell
how strong she is
until you put her in
hot water.

– Eleanor Roosevelt

I’m in shape. Round is
a shape.

– George Carlin

If you find it hard to
laugh at yourself, I
would be happy to do
it for you.

– Groucho Marx

I’ve got all the money
I’ll ever need, if I die by
four o’clock.

– Henny Youngman

You tried your best
and you failed
miserably. The lesson
is ‘never try.'

– Homer Simpson

Age is just a number.
It’s totally irrelevant
unless, of course, you
happen to be a bottle
of wine.

– Joan Collins

If you must make a
noise, make it
quietly.

– Oliver Hardy

People say nothing is
impossible, but I do
nothing every day.

– A. A. Milne

Light travels faster than
sound. This is why some
people appear bright
until you hear them
speak.

– Alan Dundes

My favourite machine
at the gym is the
vending machine.

– Caroline Rhea

A failure is like
fertiliser; it stinks
to be sure, but it
makes things grow
faster in the future.

– Denis Waitley
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Shipwrecked!

A phone

Box of matches

A tent

A fishing rod, a mobile phone,

lots of sweets to eat

My mum, my dad and my dog Sleeping bagSun cream
A book

Gracie

Robert

A book to read
A Swiss Army Knife

Bear Grylls (he can teach
me survival skills!)

A massive bottle of water

A boat

A radio

Bella

Ben

My DadA tentA barbecue

Hannah

Rachel

TorchSpare clothesA box of food!James
A deck chairA suitcase of clothes

My Nintendo and lots ofbatteries

Miss Carlson

Daniel

Thre� thin�� I woul� tak� t� � dese�� islan�...
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Dozens of creatures
thought to be extinct
were found alive in a

‘Lost City’ in the jungle
of Honduras. In total,
the team documented

198 species of birds,
94 of butterflies, 40 of
small mammals, 56 of

amphibians and
reptiles, 30 of large
mammals – such as
pumas, ocelots, and

jaguars – and a variety
of plants, fish,

rodents, and insects.

What happened
in the news?

180,000 bees that wer

Over 633 divers took part in a
mass clean up to pick up all
the fishing gear and plastic
waste from the ocean floor.

Officials say that the cleanup
resulted in at least 1,626
pounds of rubbish and 60

pounds of fishing line being
recovered from the ocean

floor.

Canada passes
legislation that
bans keeping

whales, dolphins,
and porpoises in

captivity for
entertainment.

The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge welcome their third

child, Prince Louis

Prince Harry and Meghan Markle
get married at Windsor Castle on

May 19th 2019

Boris Johnson takes over as Prime
Minister on 25th July 2019 after

Theresa May resigns
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The World Cup final took place on 15 July
at the Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow,

between France and Croatia. France won
the match 4–2 to claim their second
World Cup title, marking the fourth
consecutive title won by a European

team.

180,000 bees that were
living in hives on the

roof of the Notre
Dame Cathedral all
survived the blaze.

The borders of Kahurangi
National Park are

expanded by 158,000 acres
(64,000 hectares), making
it the largest addition of
land to a national park in

the nation’s history.
Ethiopian officials say they
have successfully planted
over 350 million trees in a

single day in an attempt to
restore natural greenery
to the nation. This was

following a report
concerning Ethiopia's

forest coverage rapidly
decreasing.

The 2018 Winter Olympics
took place in Pyeongchang,
South Korea, from February

9 to February 25. Norway
won the overall medal count

with 39, while it tied
Germany with 14 gold

medals apiece.
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ShoPpINg
LisTPint of milk £0.50

£0.55Can of Coke
Zero (330ml)

£0.35

The Sunday Times

BBC History
Magazine
Subscription

13 monthly issues@ £3.97 each

£2.70 Litre of diesel

£1.29.9

£1.35.9
1st/2nd Classpostage(stamp/letter)

70p/58pLamy Fountain Pen
(school shop)

£32.99

To�enham Season
ticket 2019-20

Dulwich Hamlet
Season ticket 2019-20

£795 to 2200 (Adult)

Litre of unleaded
petrol

£151 (adult early bird)
Teenagers 13-19: pay your

age

Mars bar

Huawei P20 ProiPhone XS

£11 - £28

£999+

£799+FIFA 19
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£20-250

Hamilton tickets(Victoria Palace Theatre)

£248Spotify Family Plan(per month)

Glastonbury 2019 ticket

£14.99
Netflix Premium(per month) £9.99

‘The View from TheShard’ (Adult/Child)TFL Adult Travelcard(Zones 1-4 anytime)

£32/25

£13.10
Cinema Ticket (RitzyBrixton) WeekendAdult/Child

£14.50/£8.30

fiNAnCiAl MarKEtS16tH maY

This page was
designed by one of
our schools using

clip arts and
backgrounds from

our system!

£1 = €1.146

€1= £0.873

£1= $1.284 (US)
FTSE 100:  7296.95

UK rate of inflation (March) 1.9%
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PLAYLISTS

Made for you
Recently Played
Liked Songs
Albums
Artists
Podcasts

Your summer rew...
Running playlist
Cardio
Feel Good Friday
Wake Up and Sme...
Throwback Thurs...
Your Time Capsule
The Ones That Got...
Discover Weekly

SLT Dance Party

Techno beatDrama Llama

Podcast Corner

Revision Tunes

Fitness Fun

Plug those headphones in and
listen to these relaxing tunes

Warning: Lots of ABBA songs
ahead...

The Drama department collates
their favourite theatre tunes

DJ D&T in the house with his
workshop hits...

Running around the field just got
better

Not in the mood for music? Take a
listen to our favourite pods.
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Sigala, Becky Hill
Dermot Kennedy
Freya Ridings
Sam Smith
Shawn Mendes, Camilla Cabello
Mabel
Ed Sheeran, Khalid
Lewis Capaldi
Lizzo
Stormzy
Billie Eillish
Katy Perry
Little Mix
Ariana Grande
Kygo, Whitney Houston
Jess Glynne, Jax Jones
Zara Larsson
Mark Ronson, Lykke Li
Ed Sheeran, Justin Bieber
Sigrid
Ellie Goulding
Taylor Swift
Little Nas X

3:26
4:06
3:32
3:24
3:11
2:50
3:18
3:25
2:39
3:33
3:15
3:44
2:41
3:06
3:48
3:18
3:48
4:11
3:40
3:37
3:21
2:51
1:55

Top tunes picked by the Class of 2020

Hot Hits UK

Wish You Well
Outnumbered
Castles
How Do You Sleep?
Senorita
Mad Love
Beautiful People (feat. Kalid)
Hold Me While You Wait
Good as Hell
Crown
bad guy
Never Really Over
Bounce Back
boyfriend
Higher Love
One Touch
All The Time
Late Night Feelings
I Don't Care
Don't Feel Like Crying
Sixteen
You Need To Calm Down
Panini

NEW FOR 2020
MUSIC PAGES
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Most Stylish

Biggest Flirt

Best Hair Best Smile

Best LaughClass Clown

Rear of the Year Best DressedBest Couple

Wallof Fame
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BEST
HAIR

Chantelle Smith

CLASS
CLOWN

Johnny Gust

BIGGEST
GOSSIP

Kelsie Andrews

LOUDEST
SNEEZE

Rory Pick

DRAMA
QUEEN

Suzie Hamilton

LIFE OF
THE

PARTY

Dan Carter

BEST
DRIVER

Adam Story

MOST
LIKELY TO

BE ON
CATFISH

Daisy Game

AND THE WINNER IS...AND THE WINNER IS...
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FOR MORE IDEAS 
& TIPS FOR GETTING STARTED ...

07568537763 @AllYearbooks

@AllYearbooks@AllYearbooks

Here's how to get in touch with us, check out our
social media channels for more tips and inspiration.

Why not head to our website and set up your yearbook

in just a few clicks!  Setting up a book is completely free

and only takes 30 seconds.

A member of the team will then be in touch to help you

get started with your yearbook journey.

www.allyearbooks.co.uk/start 
A member of the team will then be in touch to help you

get started with your yearbook journey.

01736 751444 hi@allyearbooks.co.uk
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